The rugged durability of Kastalon Polyurethane® offers many strategic advantages, cost savings, reduced maintenance, and improved safety conditions over other products currently in use. To reduce costs and improve efficiencies, we recommend the following improvements:

**Rollers/Wheels**
Kastalon’s highly engineered polyurethane provides excellent wear and abrasion resistance. Kastalon can design the profile, precision surface finish and hardness to meet your application:

- Bridle Rolls
- Accumulator Rolls
- Tension Rolls
- Stretcher Leveler Rolls
- Pinch Rolls
- Hold Down Rolls
- PVC Applicator Rolls
- Pull Rolls
- Table Rolls
- Carry Over Rolls
- Blocker Rolls
- Side Trimmer Rolls/Wheels
- Squeegee Rolls

**Mandrel Sleeves-Recoiler**
- Minimize or prevent mandrel reel breaks
- Increase mandrel life between rebuild campaigns
- Longest life of any sleeve

**Mandrel Filler Plates-Uncoiler**
- Non-marking
- Lighter weight than steel, easier installation, greater safety
- Longer lasting than plastic
- Not brittle will not break or shatter

**Mandrel Filler Rings-Uncoiler**
- Non-marking
- Longer lasting than rubber
- Reduces scratches and damage

**Kastalon Polyurethane Pads**

**Coil Cars, Coil Elevators, Saddle Areas, Storage Stations**
- Will not pick up slivers which will scratch, mark or damage steel
- Longer life than rubber, wood or plastic
- Eliminates damage from debris

**Polyurethane Crane Bumpers**
- Less expensive than hydraulic
- No moving parts, reducing maintenance
- No safety inspections
- Compact, allows for closer end and side approaches
- Fits all standard domestic and European made cranes
- Lighter and safer to handle than steel dogs

**C-Hook Pads**
- Durable
- Non-marking
- Prevents eye and side damage from impact with coil
- Easy to install
- No lifting device down time
- Has longer life than other protective pads

**Coil Ramp Pads, Ram Trucks, Fork Lifts**
- Prevents marking from coils riding over debris or becoming scratched
- Outlasts other materials 4-8 times
- Non-skid
- Coils will not fall or shift during transport

**Coil Storage-Floor Pads & Coil Saddles**
- Longer life than wood, rubber, plastic (basically never wears out)
- Kastalon Chock System safe, flexible storage
- Available with built-in oil collectors to prevent housekeeping problems from oil and lube draining on the floor
- Excess lube can be collected and recycled for cost savings and reduced hazardous waste removal
- Equipped with reinforced counter-bored bolt-holes for optional floor attachment
- Available in a variety of standard sizes
- Custom sizes, “V” blocks and cradles available to fit your specific needs
- Quiet - reducing decibels as much as 25 points for hearing safety
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